
CFE AGENDA ITEM No.  
Dt: 11.06.2019 

M/s. Prakash Ferrous Industries Pvt. Ltd., Sy. No.1 to 12 
and 27/P of Urandur Gram Panchayath, Srikalahasti Mandal, 
Chittoor District - Extension of validity of CFE order - Reg. 

 
The Board issued CFE expansion to M/s. Prakash Ferrous Industries Pvt. Ltd., Sy. No.1 to 12 and 

27/P of Urandur Gram Panchayath, Srikalahasti Mandal, Chittoor District vide order dt. 06.03.2012 

to produce the following products. It is valid for 5 years upto 05.03.2017. 

 

Sl. 
No. 

Products 
Total After 
Expansion 

(TPD) 

1 Ferro Alloys 
(2 x 9 MVA & 4 x 15 MVA) 

485 

2 M S Billets 1200 

3 TMT Bars / Structural Steel 2000 

4 Iron ore / Manganese briquette & 
Pellets 

500 

5 Producer Gas 36000M3/Hr 

 
 
The industry vide lr. dt. 09.05.2019 has requested the Board to extend the validity of CFE for 
another 3 years on the following grounds: 
  

a) The EC order dt. 30.12.2011 was issued by the SEIAA, AP with a validity period of 7 years. 
 

b) The industry established the steel Rolling Mill only and other units are not established.  
 

c) The industry vide lr. dt. 03.09.2018 registered the SEIAA, AP to extend validity of EC order 
for another 3 years to install and commission the remaining units. 
 

d) The SEIAA, AP vide lr.dt. 04.12.2018 opined that the industry had already started 
establishment of a unit and hence the EC issued is valid for completion of other units of the 
proposed project. It was informed that the extension of validity of EC is not required. 
 

Head Office Remarks: 
 

a) As per the Board’s circular dt. 16.12.2015 w.r.t. auto renewal of CFE validity, the CFE order 
dt. 06.03.2012 is deemed to valid upto 05.03.2019. 
 

b) As per the Board’s circular dt. 03.06.2016, CFE order can be further extended for a period of 
7 years on receipt of request from the proponent for extension of validity. 
 

c) In this particular case, the industry requested to extend the validity of CFE for another 3 
years only. Hence, the CFE validity period may be extended for another 3 years as 
requested by the industry i.e., upto 05.03.2022. 

 
 

The item is placed before the CFE Committee for taking a decision. 


